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Abstract:
This paper addresses the problem of grasp synthesis
for grasping objects considering both object pose uncer-
tainty and object dynamics. These two factors greatly af-
fect success or failure in a real-world robo c grasping
and should be considered simultaneously. The proposed
approach is based on simula on of grasping process as-
suming that the 3D model of the object is known. Object
geometry is modelled using superquadrics. To evaluate
grasp quality three different measures are u lised. The
proposed grasp synthesis approach will be implemented
and tested on a real robot with mul -fingered hand.

Keywords: grasp synthesis, pose uncertainty, grasp qual-
ity

1. Introduc on
Grasping and manipulation of various objects are

one of the fundamental features of rescue and ex-
ploration robots as well as service robots. In real-
world scenarios, especially in unstructured environ-
ments, reliable and stable graspingof everydayobjects
with complex grippers, such as multi- ingered robotic
hands is still amajor challenge and important research
problem [1, 3, 11, 12, 20, 21]. Successful grasping en-
ables a robot to physically interact with the environ-
ment and accomplish other objectmanipulation tasks.
This paper deals with the problem of grasp synthe-
sis in the presence of uncertainty. We consider grasp
planning for known objects assuming that the 3D geo-
metric model of an object is available and there is un-
certainty about the relative pose of the robot and the
object.

Acquiring a grasp on an object requires grasp syn-
thesis to determine proper contact points on the ob-
ject surface and an appropriate gripper con igura-
tion. In order to synthesise a correct grasp the fol-
lowing characteristics should be taken into account:
stability, disturbance resistance, dexterity, and task-
compatibility. The most fundamental requirement of
any grasping strategy is to guarantee grasp stability.
A grasp is stable if any bounded deviation in the ob-
ject pose caused by an external disturbance vanishes
in time after this disturbance disappears. Typically
disturbances arise from inertial forces or externally
applied forces such as those due to gravity. Stability
is a necessary but not a suf icient condition for ob-
taining a successful grasp. Besides stability, it is usu-
ally required the grasp to be compatible with the task
requirements. A grasp should immobilize the object

with respect to the gripper under all wrenches (forces
and torques) expected during the task execution. The
grasps that can be maintained for every possible dis-
turbance are known in the literature as closure grasps.
The two extensively used properties of grasp restraint
are force closure and form closure [16,20]. The grasp is
form-closure, if the location of the contacts makes any
motionof the objectwith respect to the gripper impos-
sible, regardless of external wrench magnitude. Obvi-
ously, preventing all motion is possible only if contact-
ing bodies are rigid. In other words, the object is form
closed when the palm and ingers enclose the object
and fully constrain it. This property is used when a ro-
bust grasp, not relying on friction, is required to ac-
complish the task. A grasp has force closure property
when the ingers can apply, through the set of contact
points, appropriate forces to ensure the object immo-
bility. The grasp is force closed if it is capable of re-
sisting any external wrench applied on the object and
holding it in equilibrium. The force closure property is
utilised when dexterous manipulation of objects with
a low number of frictional contacts is required.

Napier [17], in his study on the prehensile move-
ments of the human hand, distinguished two primary
grasping patterns, power grasps and precision grasps.
Power grasps are characterized by large contact areas
between the object and the hand. Thus, this type is
chosen when considerations of stability and security
predominate. Typically, power grasps are used when
we want to apply a large force to the object. An ex-
ample of a power grasp is the squeeze grip of a ham-
mer handle while driving in nails. The major charac-
teristic of precision grasps is that the object is touched
with the ingertips, and contact area is small. Precision
grasps are used when high dexterity and manipula-
bility of the grasped object is required. Writing with
a pencil is a typical example of a precision grip. It
should be noted that depending on the purpose of the
grasp, the same object can be held with either of the
two types of grasp.

Given an object, grasp synthesis pertains to the
problemof inding a grasp con iguration (speci ic pose
for the hand, as well as con iguration for the ingers)
that satis ies a set of constraints. Generally, a good
grasp should satisfy the three sets of constraints: hand
constraints, object constraints, and task constraints.

A grasp can be formally de ined as a set of con-
tacts on the surface of the grasped object together
with friction cone conditions [16]. Grasp synthesis is
then usually formulated as a problem of inding con-
tact locations in order to optimize a speci ic grasp
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quality measure. The study of grasp synthesis can be
classi ied into two broad groups: analytical methods
and empirical methods [21, 22]. In the analytical ap-
proach grasping is modeled in terms of contact loca-
tions and forces, using the laws of physics. Grasp syn-
thesismethods rely onmathematical models of the in-
teraction between the object and the hand. If object
properties such as shape, size, weight, material prop-
erties and pose are known, grasp synthesis using an-
alytical approaches can be used. However, analytical
methods are usually based on assumptions such as
simpli ied contact models, Coulomb friction, and rigid
bodymodeling [16,20]. Grasp planning is often formu-
lated as a large scale, constrainednon-linear optimiza-
tion problem with an objective function according to
a prede ined grasp quality criterion [15]. Empirical or
data-driven strategies for grasp synthesis can be di-
vided into two main groups: (1) systems based on the
observation of the object to be grasped and (2) sys-
tems based on the observation of a human perform-
ing the grasp [3]. Empirical approaches rely on sam-
pling grasp candidates for an object and ranking them
according to a speci ic measure ormetric. In empirical
approaches usually various classi ication and learning
techniques are utilised. In contrast to analytical tech-
niques, empirical methods pay more attention on the
object representation and the sensory data process-
ing, similarity metrics, object recognition, and shape
and pose estimation.

Most of the traditionalmethods for precision grasp
synthesis provide precise contact locations for the in-
gers on the object surface. To perform a correct grasp,
a robot has to be able to precisely reach these con-
tact locations and exert precise forces. In simulation
and highly structured environments this can be vi-
able, but when grasping objects with a real mechan-
ical hand, inaccuracies and uncertainties, especially in
the object shape and/or pose, restrain the robot from
reaching these contact locations. In practice, spatial
uncertainty is inherent to any grasping system and
is due to perceptual and actuation errors, as well as
modeling errors of the robot system and the object.
These geometric uncertainties can directly in luence
the relative con iguration between the hand and ob-
ject, upon which the grasp stability is built. Only if ex-
ecution is robust to uncertainties in sensing and ac-
tuation, a grasp can succeed with high probability. To
cope with uncertainty in grasping by locally adjusting
the hand pose or the inger joint angles sensory feed-
back is used [5,6,14].

Since we are using models of the objects, the un-
certainty comesmainly from the location of the object.
In our work, we employ a sampling based approach to
consider pose uncertainty. We use a probabilistic dis-
tributionmodel for the pose error and incorporate ob-
ject dynamics along with three metrics into the grasp
quality evaluation. The goal is to develop grasp syn-
thesis method that will be implemented on the two-
handed robot Velma. The Velma robot is a two-arm
manipulator with two Kuka LWR-4+ arms and two
Barrett Hands (see Fig. 1). The robot has a variety of

sensors for accomplishing perception tasks. The re-
mainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
2 refers to relatedwork on grasp synthesis under pose
uncertainty. Section 3 presents motivation for our re-
search and describesmodels used in this work. In Sec-
tion 4 the grasp synthesis method is presented. The
inal conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

Fig. 1. Two-arm robot Velma

2. Related Work
There has been somepreviouswork on grasp plan-

ning under uncertainty [4–6,12,14,25]. Uncertainty in
robot grasping is commonly approached by more or
less traditional statistical methods. In one of the ear-
liest works dealing with grasp uncertainty [4], Brost
proposed a method to grasp a polygonal planar object
with a parallel-jawgripper,when the object pose is not
known precisely. A sequence of squeezing operations
is planned in order to increasingly reduce the possible
uncertainty on the object location.

Weisz and Allen [25] have integrated pose uncer-
tainty into the static grasp quality analysis by com-
puting the probability of force-closure in the pres-
ence of pose error. They proposed a new quality met-
ric to measure the robustness of a grasp under ob-
ject pose uncertainty. Pose error is sampled uniformly
froma3Derrormodel representing anobject on a sup-
port plane and the existing force-closure analysis to
compute the probability is applied. In [1] the authors
derived a novel grasp measure for robust grasping
from observations of human guided grasping. They
proposed a method that involves a human interact-
ing physically with a robot arm and hand, moving and
guiding the robot into the grasping pose. The authors
found that humans optimize a skewness metric, i.e.,
the divergence of alignment between hand and prin-
cipal object axes. Kim et al. considered object dynam-
ics and pose uncertainty on the performance in es-
timating the actual grasp success rates of a grasp in
the real environment [12]. They observed that consid-
ering both object dynamics and pose uncertainty in
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grasp synthesis enabled generation ofmore stable and
natural grasp sets compared with a commonly used
approachbasedonkinematic simulation and force clo-
sure analysis.

Recently, Dang and Allen in [6] proposed a tactile
experience based grasping pipeline which utilizes tac-
tile feedback to adjust hand posture during the grasp-
ing task of known objects and improves the perfor-
mance of robotic grasping under pose uncertainty.
Grasping is much more dif icult when the geometry
of objects in the environment is previously unknown.
This can be further complicated by sensor noise, par-
tial visibility, etc. Therefore, a representation of the
shape uncertainty and a method for inding stable
grasps with respect to this uncertainty is necessary
for reliable grasp execution. One of the most used
representations is Gaussian Process Implicit Surfaces
(GPIS), a stochastic method to compute a continuous
estimate of the object surface from sparse and noisy
sensor data, with uncertainty [26].

Several works have studied the effects of shape
uncertainty on grasp quality. Christopoulos et al. [5]
sampled spline its for 2D planar objects to measure
the quality of potential grasps under shape uncer-
tainty and used this to rank a set of randomly gener-
ated grasps. Laaksonen et al. [14] used Gaussian Pro-
cesses to model distributions on grasp stability on-
line from tactile measurements, and selected grasps
using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. Hsiao et
al. [10] have introduced a method considering uncer-
tainty in object shape and pose data by combining the
data from a set of object detection algorithms using a
probabilistic framework to ind anoptimal grasp. They
used tactile sensing data to estimate hand-object rela-
tive pose for synthesizing the next hand trajectory so
that a speci ic grasp can be achieved.

3. Problem Formula on
The amount of computation required to ind

a grasp for known objects depends, to a large degree,
on the shape of the object and 3D model used to rep-
resent the object. There is a number of geometric rep-
resentations used in grasp synthesis to model objects.
Among them are raw 3D point clouds, 3D polygonal
meshes, simple geometrical primitives, 3D CAD-like
models, complex probabilistic models.

3.1. Object Modelling
One of the practical representations used tomodel

various geometric shapes are superquadrics. Su-
perquadrics are a family of parametric shapes that in-
clude superellipsoids, supertoroids, and superhyper-
boloids [2]. The most popular superquadrics, espe-
cially in computer visionand in computer graphics, are
superellipsoidswhich are useful for a volumetric part-
based object representation, because they are com-
pact in shape and have a closed surface. A superel-
lipsoid surface which is centered in the origin of the
model coordinate frame, and has its axes aligned with
x, y, z axes of the coordinate frame, has the following
parametric representation in terms of surface param-

eters v, u [2]:

x(v, u) =

a1 cosβ1(v) cosβ2(u)

a2 cosβ1(v) sinβ2(u)

a3 sinβ1(v)

 (1)

for −π
2 6 v 6 π

2 and −π 6 u 6 π, where x ∈ X ⊆
R3.a1, a2, anda3 de ine the superquadrics dimensions
along X,Y, Z axes respectively, while the exponents
β1, and β2 determine the shape curvatures that de ine
a smoothly changing family of shapes from rounded to
square. Superquadrics are versatile models, that can
be used to describe a wide range of simple shapes and
solids, including spheres, ellipsoids, cylinders, cones,
cuboids, etc. Superquadric parameters have an intu-
itive meaning and allow modelling of natural shapes
with rounded corners and edges, as well as standard
geometric solidswith sharp corners and edges. Choos-
ing appropriate values of β1, β2 various shapes can
be produced, e.g. cuboids are produced when β1 ≈
0, β2 ≈ 0, cylinders are produced when β1 = 1, β2 ≈
0, or ellipsoids are formed when β1 = 1, β2 = 1. Mod-
elling capabilities of superquadrics can be enhanced
by deforming them in different ways. In order to in-
crease the lexibility of themodel (1), several deforma-
tions can be applied such as tapering, bending,making
cavities, etc. [2].

Superquadrics can be also used in the 3D shape
reconstruction from point clouds produced by RGB-
D sensors like Microsoft’s Kinect and a time-of- light
camera or 3D laser scanners [23]. Humans are able
to identify complex objects by separating them into
parts. These parts are composed of different primi-
tive shapes such as spheres, cylinders, boxes, etc., that
can be assembled in various ways to create count-
less objects. Complete objectmodel is obtained by sec-
tioning a 3D object model into its signi icant parts
and by describing the shape of each part. We use su-
perquadrics for objects part identi ication, for their
ability to describe a large variety of solids with only
few parameters. For grasp synthesis such a represen-
tation ismore informative than, for example, a polygo-
nal mesh, because it is much easier to determine how
to grasp an object that is represented as a combination
of primitive shapes. Therefore, we use a union of su-
perquadrics to represent known objects in an uni ied
manner.
The implicit superquadric equation can be derived
from the explicit form of (1):

((
x

a1

) 2
β2

+

(
y

a2

) 2
β2

) β2
β1

+

(
z

a3

) 2
β1

= 1 (2)

All points p ∈ R3 with coordinates (x, y, z) satisfying
this equation lie on the surface of the model. Left side
of the equation (2) is so called inside-outside function
F (p):

F (p) =

((
x

a1

) 2
β2

+

(
y

a2

) 2
β2

) β2
β1

+

(
z

a3

) 2
β1

(3)
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If F (p) = 1 point p lies on the surface of the su-
perquadric. If F (p) < 1 the point lies inside, and if
F (p) > 1 it lies outside the surface of the model. This
function is an example of implicit surface. The inside-
outside functionF (p) can be used in simulation for ef-
icient collision checking between the object and the
hand. Based on shape information objects can be as-
signed to speci ic classes, and then suitable heuris-
tics can be used to speed up the search for appropri-
ate grasps. To represent an object as superquadrics in
a global coordinate framewehave anotherparameters
to express the translation p = [px, py, pz]

T and orien-
tation q = cos θ

2 + sin θ
2 û (expressed as a unit quater-

nion q, which represents a rotation about the axis of
rotation û through an angle θ).

3.2. Model of Pose Uncertainty

Successful grasping requires the robotic hand to
achieve accurate placement with respect to a target
object. In practice, there is always uncertainty about
the object pose even for known objects. To estimate
the pose of an object, a visual sensor is typically used
[13]. However, the error in the object pose estimation
is inevitable, because the accuracy of vision systems
is limited, e.g., due to imperfect calibration, and occlu-
sions, especiallywhen important features of the object
are partially occluded. Even small errors in object pose
may cause failures in grasping, such as dropping or re-
sult in different contacts from the originally planned
grasp. Most existing tools for automatic grasp plan-
ning use kinematic simulation of the grasping pro-
cess and grasp selection is based on a static analysis.
The contact points are generated under the assump-
tion that the object remains at the same place. In most
cases, the object maymove unexpectedly due to inger
contacts during grasping. In consequence, the object
pose and contact locations may change signi icantly
when the ingers touch the object during grasping, as
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, it is reasonable to attempt using
a dynamic simulation technique, instead of the kine-
matic one, to predict the result of grasping more accu-
rately. In such a case, a stable grasp obtained under the
assumption that the object is stationary might be un-
stable, and vice versa. To simplify our considerations,
we assume that the object is placed on a planar sur-
face and restricted to a set of stable poses on this sur-
face as shown in Fig. 3. Object pose estimate is an input
data to grasp planning system, and it can be obtained
from visual localization [13]. However, simultaneous
estimation of translation and rotation poses a serious
problem in many applications involving robotic per-
ception. Dual quaternions (restricted to rotation and
translation in the plane) can be used as a natural rep-
resentation of uncertainty. Dual quaternion dq can be
written as [9]:

d̄q = q1 + εq2,

where q1 and q2 arequaternions, and ε is characterized
by its nilpotency property ε2 = 0.

Rotation in the (x, y)–plane can be represented by

the dual quaternion

d̄r =

(
cos(φ

2
) + 0 · i+ 0 · j + sin(φ

2
) · k

)
+ ε · 0,

and a translation (t1; t2) in the (x, y)–plane can be rep-
resented by the dual quaternion

d̄t = 1 +
ε

2
(0 + t1 · i+ t2 · j + 0 · k),

where i, j, k are typical basis elements. Hence, a com-
bination of rotation and translation (where the rota-
tion is performed irst) is given by

d̄t · d̄r =

(
cos(φ

2
) + sin(φ

2
) · k

)
+

ε

2

[(
cos(φ

2
)t1 + sin(φ

2
t2)

)
· i

(
− sin(φ

2
)t1 + cos(φ

2
t2)

)
· j

]
=d1 + d2k + ε(d3j + d4k)

Thus, we require only four values to represent rigid
body motion on the plane:

d̄q = [d1, d2, d3, d4]
T ,

where d̄q is the dual quaternion.
It is easy to recover the original rotation angle

and translation (assuming that the translation is per-
formed after the rotation):

φ = atan2(d2, d1)

and

t1 = 2 (d1d3 − d2d4)

t2 = 2 (d2d3 + d1d4)

A strategy proposed in [9] can be used to obtain
a probability distribution for unit dual quaternions.
Let S1 denote the unit circle in R2. A random vector
x̄ ∈ S1 × R2 is distributed according to the proposed
distribution if its probability density function is given
by

f(x̄) =
1

N(C)
exp(x̄TCx̄) (4)

where C is a suitable symmetric parameter matrix
and N(C) a corresponding normalization constant.
Now we can apply a typical Bayesian inference where
x̄ is anunknownsystemstate and z̄ is a noisymeasure-
ment of this state. The noise is represented by some
random vector v̄. This can be formulated using dual
quaternion setting as

d̄z = d̄v · d̄x (5)

where d̄v and d̄x are distributed according to the dis-
tribution (4) with respective parameter matrices Cv

and Cx. Then, d̄x given a ixed d̄z is also distributed
according to this proposed distribution. In this way,
the combination of dual quaternions and the proposed
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Fig. 2. Illustra on of the effect of pose uncertainty during grasping
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Fig. 3. Object pose uncertainty model in 2D space

probability distribution provides a closed form mea-
surement update for simultaneous consideration of
position and orientation.

One way to consider pose uncertainty is to run
multiple grasping simulations starting from slightly
different initial conditions for each grasp where the
initial condition is set by sampling from an error
model representing the pose uncertainty. To perform
these simulations we use a 3D model (see Fig. 4)
and kinematic model of the Velma robot running in
theOpenRave simulation environment [7]. Object geo-
metric and dynamics models are employed in the sim-
ulations. There are at least two reasons for employing
a simulator for grasp synthesis and evaluation. Firstly,
most real robot hand setups do not possess suitable
sensors for evaluating the grasp quality needed to ob-
tained good grasps. Secondly, to obtain a reliable grasp
for every object in the face of pose uncertainty needs
many grasp trials. It is not reasonable to perform this
with a real robot hand.

3.3. Grasp Quality Measures

In order to compare different grasps on an object,
metrics are needed. Depending on the task to be per-
formed, different criteria can be evaluated. To evalu-
ate the goodness of a grasp we use three quality mea-
sures. The irst one, a modi ied Q1 = εGWS met-
ric [8], that determines the magnitude of the largest
worst-case disturbancewrench that can be resisted by
a grasp. The secondmeasureQ2, which is called skew-
ness [1], that measures the robot hand orientation rel-
ative to the object principal axis of inertia.Q3 measure
quanti ies a deviation of the relative pose of the object
to the hand from the initial relative pose [12]. These
measures allow to assess different properties of the
planned grasp. Q1 measures disturbance resistance,
and the magnitude ofQ1 yields a measurement which
allows to rank grasps by their resistance to external
disturbances. The second metric Q2 measures hand
orientation relative to the object principal axes of iner-
tia and prefers grasps chosen by humans while grasp-
ing the same object, and inally, Q3 indicates that a
grasp is better if unintended object movement caused

Fig. 4. 3D model of the Velma robot
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by inger contacts is smaller.
Computing force closure grasps requires to com-

pute the location of the contact points on the object
surface and contact forces exerted in these points.
Contact points ci ∈ R3, i = 1, . . . , kwith correspond-
ing inward pointing unit normal vectors ni,∈ S2 =
{n ∈ R3 : ∥n∥ = 1}. We assume that all contact
forces are expressed in a reference frame O attached
to the object, and its origin is located at the centroid
of the contacts. A force fi = fn

i + fs
i (where fn

i is
a normal component and fs

i is a tangent component
of the force vector) applied on the object at the point
ci generates a moment mi = ci × fi with respect to
the reference point located at the origin of the object
coordinate frame. The force and moment vectors are
grouped in a wrench vector wi = [fT

i , λmT
i ]

T ∈ R6,
with λ being a constant de ined to introduce a metric
on the wrench space.

A grasp wrench space (GWS) is characterized by
the set of wrenches that can be applied to the target
object from the contacts of a grasp, given certain lim-
itations on applied forces. The grasp wrench space is
bounded by the convex hull of the contact wrenches
formed from the applied forces. The common con-
straint on the inger forces is that the sum of mag-
nitudes of all the forces applied to the object is lim-
ited. Usually normalized limit of 1 is used, and the con-
straint is ∑k

i fi 6 1. If the contact forces obey the
Coulomb friction model, then the space of all admis-
sible contact forces forms a friction conewith opening
angle 2 arctan(µ), where µ is the coef icient of static
friction. According to this model any contact force fi

that can be exerted without slippage at a point ci with
inwardpointing normalnimust lie in the friction cone
Fi, [8]:

Fi =
{
f̄i : ∥f̄s

i ∥ 6 µ ∥f̄n
i ∥
}
, (6)

where f̄i = f̄n
i + f̄s

i . By approximating the friction
cone at the contact point ci by a pyramid with equally
spacedm edges, the force f̄i can be expressed as a pos-
itive linear combination of forces f̄i,j , j = 1, . . . ,m
along the pyramid edges: f̄i ≈

∑m
j=1 αi,j f̄i,j , where∑m

j=1 αi,j = 1 i αi,j > 0. The wrenchwi produced by
f̄i at ci can be expressed as a positive linear combina-
tion of the wrencheswi,j . The resultant wrench w̄ on
the object is given by

w̄ =

k∑
i=1

w̄i =

k∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

αi,jw̄i,j , (7)

By considering all possible variations ofαi,j , the space
W of possible resultant wrenches on the object is
bounded by the convex hull of the union of primitive
wrenches w̄i,j , [8]:

CH(W) = CH

(
k∪

i=1

{w̄i,1, . . . , w̄i,m}

)
(8)

=

{ k∑
i=1

αiw̄i

∣∣ (∀i : αi > 0) ∧
k∑

i=1

αi = 1

}

In this case convex hull is a convex polyhedron.
Grasp quality measureQ1 is de ined as the largest

perturbation wrench that the grasp can resist in any
direction. It can be formulated as the minimum dis-
tance between the origin of the GWS and its bound-
ary, which is de ined as the convex hull of the union of
primitive contact wrenches.

Q1 = εGWS = min
w̄∈CH(W)

∥w̄∥, (9)

Geometrically, this quality measure is equivalent to
the radius of the largest 6D ball centered at the origin
of the wrench space and entirely contained in CH(W)
if such a ball exists and zero otherwise. Force-closure
is achieved when the origin of the wrench space lies
strictly inside the CH(W).

The point on the convex hull closest to the origin
of the GWS determines the “weakest” direction for the
external disturbances. Figure 5a illustrates a 2D exam-
ple of the grasp quality Q1 = εGWS where the GWS
convex hull is spanned by 3 wrench vectors w1,w2

i w3. Ef icient methods for computing εGWS quality
metrics have been recently proposed [19,27].

In order to increase the robustness to modelling
errors we select only grasps with the quality value
εGWS exceeding a given threshold ϱ, i.e. εGWS > ϱ.
This threshold value should be determined experi-
mentally, depending on the object properties and task
to be performed.

The second criterion we are using to assess grasp
quality is a measure based on the palm (or wrist) ori-
entation relative to the main axis of inertia of the ob-
ject [1]. In our case this quality index is adapted for the
Barrett Hand. Let v be the unit vector perpendicular
to the palm surface of the Barrett Hand, andu a vector
along the object’s principal axis of inertia as shown in
Fig. 5b. The angle γ between both vectorsmay be com-
puted as γ = arccos(uTv). Then, the skewness mea-
sureQ2 is de ined as

Q2 =


γ if γ 6 π

4
π
2 − γ if π

4 < γ 6 π
2

γ − π
2 if π

2 < γ 6 3π
4

π − γ if γ > 3π
4

(10)

We introduce the second criterion in order to select
grasps that are distinguished by relatively high value
of the εGWS and simultaneously by a low skewness.
Preliminary tests presented in [1] show that grasps
with low skewness were signi icantly more robust
than grasps with high one, and indicated that humans
tend to align their handswithmain axes of the grasped
object. To compute a deviation of the actual relative
pose of the object to the hand from the initial relative
pose we adapt a grasp quality score proposed in [12].
This score can be obtained by

Q3 =

{
1− δ

∆ if δ < ∆
0 if δ > ∆

(11)

where δ is theposedeviation, and∆ is a deviation limit
which is introduced tonormalize thedeviation andde-
ined by the user. The deviation in the position and ori-
entation are considered separately and computed as
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Fig. 5. Illustra on of grasp quality measures: (a) a 2D example of εGWS , (b) rela ve orienta on of the object and robot
hand

follows

δp = ∥pc − p̂c∥, δo = Φ(q̂c, qc) = arccos(|q̂c · qc|)
(12)

where pc ∈ R3 and qc (a unit quaternion), denote
the relative position and orientation of the object co-
ordinate frame with respect to the hand coordinate
frame, and the ”hat” symbol represents the reference
value for measuring the deviation. It should be noted
that δp and δo are invariant under change of coordi-
nate frames for both the hand and the object. Metric
Φ : S1 × S1 → R+ is de ined as arccos of the inner
product of unit quaternions. Since it is essential that
Φ is a non-negative function, the angles returned by
arccos must be in the irst quadrant, i.e., the range of
valuesmapped byΦ is [0, π/2].Φ is a pseudometric on
the unit quaternions, but a metric on SO(3).

Stable grasps are de ined as those for which all
three quality values are within a certain threshold.
These thresholds should be determined experimen-
tally.

4. Grasp Synthesis for Known Objects
We assume the existence of a database with 3D

models of all the objects encountered in the robot en-
vironment, a 3D geometric and kinematic models of
the robotic hand executing the grasp.Moreover, we as-
sume that the dynamic model of the grasped object is
available. In the proposed approach we use a concept
of grasp preshapes or grasp patterns. Grasp preshape
is a hand posture appropriate for the target object and
task to be performed.
From a practical point of view, given an object, a grasp
can be described by the following characteristics:
- Grasp type – a qualitative description of the grasp to
be performed (e.g. a precision or power grasp).

- Hand initial posture – an initial con iguration of the
ingers.

- Grasp starting pose – a position and orientation of
the hand near to the object where the hand is posi-
tioned for approaching the object.

- Approach direction – a direction along which the
hand approaches the object. All approaching direc-
tions are given with respect to an object-centered
coordinate system.

To perform a grasp, the hand is positioned and pre-
shaped according to the grasp descriptors and moves
along the approaching line. Then the hand is closed
by lexing all of the inger joints until contact with
the target object stops all motion. A main advantage
of this grasp representation is its practical applica-
tion. Grasp type maybe determined by task speci ica-
tion that describes relationsbetweenobjects in the en-
vironment and action to be performed [24, 28]. This
grasp representation is particularywell suited for sim-
ple two- or three- ingered robotic hand with ingers
having 2 or 3 degrees of freedom, such as the Bar-
rett Hand (Fig. 6). The Barrett hand is an eight-axis,
a three- ingered mechanical grasper with each inger
having two joints. While one inger (called the thumb)
is stationary, the other two ingers can spread syn-
chronously from 0◦ to 180◦ about the palm from the
third inger. Each inger has two joints but only the
proximal link is actuated. The distal link is coupled to
the proximal one and it moves with it at a ixed rate.
This hand has in total 4 active degrees of freedom. The
irst step of the grasp synthesis process is to generate
a set of approach directions and grasp starting poses.

x

y

y

z

O

Hand posture

Hand pose
Approach direction

Object

z

x

Fig. 6. Grasp descrip on
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To perform this task, we use a 3D geometric model of
the object de ined by the appropriate superquadrics.
These models may consist of shape primitives such as
spheres, cylinders, cones and boxes or more complex
shapes given as a combination of superquadrics. The
choice of the shape models will determine the differ-
ent strategies used to grasp the object. For every given
shape we can determine a set of approach directions
and grasp starting poses for the hand close to the ob-
ject. Some approach directions for selected primitive
shapes are shown in Figure 7. For each object model

Fig. 7. Selected approach direc ons for primi ve
shapes

we compute a set of force closure grasps and previ-
ously de ined grasps quality measures using a simu-
lator. In each iteration we use the same grasping ac-
tion, but a different initial pose of the object. The set
of poses are chosen to be a discrete approximation of
the object’s pose uncertainty distribution. The grasp is
determinedby simulating a graspingheuristic for clos-
ing the ingers around the object until contact is made
or joint limits are reached. Full 3D rigid body dynam-
ics of the object is considered to compute its motion
interacting with the robotic hand and the supporting
plane during the grasping process. For simulating ob-
ject dynamics ODE (Open Dynamics Engine) library is
employed [18]. The key advantage of grasp synthesis
using such a simulation is the ability to remove grasps
that might seem analytically promising but would fail
if executed in reality.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a method for grasp synthesis for a
multi- ingered robotic hand under object pose uncer-
tainty based on dynamic simulation was proposed.
To model object shape superquadrics was used. To
evaluate grasp quality three different measures were
utilised. We are convinced that considering both ob-
ject dynamics and pose uncertainty in the simulation
can bring a signi icant improvement in performance
of grasping and manipulation tasks in the real-world
environments. The future work will be focused on im-
plementation and testing the proposed grasp synthe-
sismethod on the two-arm robot Velmawith twoKuka
LWR+ arms and Barrett Hands. Visual and tactile sen-
sor will be used to adjust planned grasp during execu-
tion.
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